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Abstract 
Let H be a subgroup of a group G. We say that a finite generating set S of H is weakly 
Nielsen if for any g E H and for any shortest word w representing g there exist si E S, 1 5 i 5 m 
and a decomposition si = linr~i with ni $ 1 such that g = SI sm and M’ - II nl n2 n,v,. 
We prove that a subgroup of a finitely generated group is quasiconvex if and only if it has 
a finite weakly Nielsen generating set, which implies that if a subgroup of a negatively curved 
group has a weakly Nielsen generating set, then it is negatively curved. It follows that the 
generalised word problem is solvable for locally quasiconvex negatively curved groups. We also 
prove that for any finitely generated group G and for any K 2 0 the set of K-quasiconvex 
subgroups of G is finite. 
Let X be a set, X* = {x,x-’ Ix E X}, and for x E X define (x-l)-’ = x. A word 
in X is any finite sequence of elements of X*. Denote the set of all words in X by 
W(X), and denote the equality of two words by “E”. Let G be a group generated by 
the set X. 
Definition 1. Let H be a subgroup of G. We say that a finite generating set S = {si z 
linirz 1 1 5 i < m,ni # 1) of H is Nielsen if the cancellations in any freely reduced 
product of elements of S do not affect the words ni. 
A theorem of Nielsen states that any finitely generated subgroup of a free group has 
a Nielsen generating set, which implies that any subgroup of a free group is free [6]. 
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The existence of generating sets with similar strong noncancellation properties was a 
topic of extensive research which showed that Nielsen generating sets are very rare 
(see [l] for background and additional references). Nevertheless, a modified version of 
the Nielsen property turns out to be very useful. 
Definition 2. Let H be a subgroup of G. We say that a finite generating set S of H 
is weakly Nielsen if for any g E H and for any shortest word w E W(X) representing 
g there exist si E S, 1 5 i 5 m and a decomposition si s lin;ri (which depends on w) 
with ni $ 1 such that g =si . ..s. and USE I~n~n~...n,r,. 
Remark 1. It is obvious that for subgroups of free groups any Nielsen generating set 
is also weakly Nielsen. 
Example 1. Let G = (x, y 1 xy~-~y-‘) and let H be the cyclic subgroup generated by 
xy. Then the set S = {si E xy} is a Nielsen generating set for H. In fact, we can 
take Ii E ~1 = 1 and nl z xy. On the other hand, the word x”~” is a shortest word 
representing an element in H, but it is not equal as a word to $’ E (x-v>“, so S is not 
weakly Nielsen. 
Example 2. Let H = (x) be a subgroup of the free group F = (x, y). The set S = 
{si E x,s2 3 x2} is weakly Nielsen but is not a Nielsen generating set for H. 
Recall that the Cayley graph of G, denoted CU@J(G), is an oriented graph whose 
set of vertices is G and the set of edges is G xX*, such that an edge (g,x) begins at the 
vertex g and ends at the vertex gx. Since the Cayley graph depends on the generating 
set of the group, we work with a fixed generating set X. A geodesic in the Cayley 
graph is a shortest path joining two vertices. A subgroup H of G is K-quasiconvex in 
G if any geodesic in the Cayley graph of G with the endpoints in H belongs to the 
K-neighborhood of H. A subgroup is quasiconvex in G if it is K-quasiconvex in G 
for some K. 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
Theorem 1. Let G be a group generated by the set X. If a subgroup H of G has 
a weakly Nielsen generating set, then it is quasiconvex in G. If X is _/mite, and H 
is K-quasiconvex in G, then H has a weakly Nielsen generating set consisting of 
elements of length at most 2K + 1. 
Corollary 1. Free groups are locally quasiconvex. 
Proof. Any finitely generated subgroup of a free group has a (weakly) Nielsen gen- 
erating set [6]. 0 
Corollary 2. For any finitely generated group G and for any K > 0 the set of K- 
quasiconvex subgroups of G is finite. 
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Proof. Theorem 1 states that a K-quasiconvex subgroup is generated by a set of ele- 
ments of length not greater than 2K + 1 and, as G is finitely generated, there are only 
finitely many such sets. 0 
A geodesic triangle in CuyZey( G) is a closed path p = ~1~2~3, where each pi is 
a geodesic. A group G is b-negatively curved if each side of each geodesic triangle 
in Ca_vley(G) belongs to the &neighborhood of the union of two other sides. Because 
of the examples such as Example 4 below, we consider only negatively curved groups 
that are finitely generated. 
If one finitely generated presentation of a group is negatively curved, then all finitely 
generated presentations of the group are negatively curved [4, p.1041. In general, the 
quasiconvexity of a subgroup H of a group G depends on the generating set of G. 
(See, for example, Example 3 below with its accompanying discussion.) But if G 
is negatively curved and if H is quasiconvex in some finitely generated presenta- 
tion of G, then H remains quasiconvex in all finitely generated presentations of G 
[4, p.1871. 
Corollary 3. If a subgroup H of a negatively curved group G has a hveakly Nielsen 
generating set, then H is negatively curved. 
Proof. Indeed, Theorem 1 implies that H is quasiconvex in G, and a quasiconvex 
subgroup of a negatively curved group is negatively curved [4, p.1871. 0 
Corollary 4. Zf a subgroup H of a finitely generated group G has a hveakly Nielsen 
generating set S, and if the bvord problem is solvable in G, then the generalised tvord 
problem for H in G is solvable (cJ [2]). 
Proof. The generalised word problem is solvable for H in G if there exists an effective 
algorithm which, given any g E G, determines whether g belongs to H. The element 
g is given by a representative word u E W(X), where X is a finite generating set of 
G. As the word problem is solvable in G, by comparing u with a finite number of 
shorter words in W(X), we can find a geodesic representative w of g. Let the length 
of w be m. Then g E H if and only if g is equal to a product of at most m elements 
from the weakly Nielsen generating set S of H. So we generate all the products of at 
most m members of S, and check if, after acceptable cancellation, any of them is equal 
tow. 0 
Definition 3. A group is locally quasiconvex if for some finitely generated presentation 
all its finitely generated subgroups are quasiconvex. 
For negatively curved groups local quasiconvexity is an intrinsic property of the 
group, rather than of a particular presentation. 
Recall that a subgroup H is malnormal in G if for any g E G \ H the intersection 
g&-l f? H is trivial. 
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Corollary 5. Anl’ jinitely generated subgroup of u Jkee product of taco negatively 
curved locall?) quasiconvex groups amalgumated over u virtuully cyclic subgroup which 
is mulnorrnal in one of the factors bus u )reukl?l Nielsen generuting set. In purticuhr, 
surfuce groups cm he realized us such url unmlgumuted free product (cj.’ [l] ). 
Proof. A free product of two negatively curved locally quasiconvex groups amalga- 
mated over a virtually cyclic subgroup which is malnormal in one of the factors is 
locally quasiconvex [3]. Cl 
The trefoil knot group is not locally quasiconvex [5], hence the malnormality con- 
dition on the amalgamating cyclic subgroup in this corollary cannot be removed. 
Corollary 6. The generulised Ivord problem is solvable in locuIly quasiconvex nega- 
tively curved groups. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 4, Theorem 1 and the fact that the word problem is 
solvable in negatively curved groups [4. p. 1031. 0 
Example 3. Let G = (x,_v, t Ixyx-‘y-l, txyt-’ = x’). This group is not negatively 
curved, because it has a subgroup H = (x, y 1 x_vx-‘v-‘) isomorphic to Z x Z. 
Claim. The embedding of H in G is an isometry, hence a shortest word w in G 
represents an element in H if and only if w is a shortest word in H. 
Proof. Britton’s lemma [6] implies that if a word w in G represents an element in 
H and contains the letter t, then w must contain a subword of the form t(xy)“t-’ or 
t-‘.$“t. In the first case the length of w is reduced by replacing t(x>,)ntp’ with x2” in 
the second case the length of u’ is reduced by replacing tP’x’“t with (xy)“. Hence if w 
is a shortest word in G representing an element in H, it does not contain the letter t, 
therefore it is a shortest word in H. 0 
It follows that the cyclic subgroup generated by (XL’) is not quasiconvex in G, but 
the cyclic subgroup generated by (x2) is. So, in general, conjugation does not preserve 
quasiconvexity, hence it does not preserve the existence of weakly Nielsen generating 
sets. It can be easily seen [3] that any conjugate of a quasiconvex subgroup of a 
negatively curved group is quasiconvex. 
Remark 2. It is obvious that conjugation takes a Nielsen generating set into a Nielsen 
generating set. 
Example 4. The following example shows that negative curvature is not parti- 
cularly useful when applied to presentations with an infinite number of generators. 
The presentation G = (s,yi 1 _t~ix-‘. i E Z) of the infinite cyclic group is negatively 
curved, because the diameter of Cuyle_v(G) is 1. The subgroup H = (x) is K- 
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quasiconvex with K = 1, but it has no weakly Nielsen generating set, because 
the set of geodesics (yi 1 i E Z} is infinite. A similar construction works for any 
group. Such a phenomenon cannot happen for a finitely generated presentation. 
Definition 4. Let H be a subgroup of G, and let G/H denote the set of right 
cosets of H in G. The relative Cayley graph of G with respect to H is an ori- 
ented graph whose vertices are the cosets G/H, the set of edges is (G/H) x X*, 
such that an edge (Hg,x) begins at the vertex Hg and ends at the vertex Hgx. We 
denote it Cuyle_v(G, H). Note that H acts on the Cayley graph of G by left mul- 
tiplication, and Cayley(G,H) can be defined as the quotient of Cayle_v(G) by this 
action. 
Definition 5. The label of a path p = (Hgl,xl)(Hglxl,x;!)...(Hglx, . ..x._I,x,) in 
Cuyley(G,H) is the function Lab(p) - ~1x2.. .x, E W(X). 
As usual, we identify the word Lab(p) with the corresponding element in G. 
Definition 6. Let rr~ : Cuylev(G) -+ Cuyfey(G,H) be the projection map: nH(g) = 
Hg and n&g,x) = (Hg,x). A geodesic in CuyZey(G,H) is the image of a geodesic in 
Cuyley( G) under the projection zH. The geodesic core of Cuyley( G, H) is the union 
of all closed geodesics in Cuyley(G,H) beginning at the vertex H 1. We denote it 
Core( G, H ). 
Note that any path p in Cayley(G, H) which begins at H 1 ends at H . Lab(p), 
so a path p beginning at H . 1 is closed, if and only if Lab(p) E H. 
The following lemma gives an important equivalent definition of quasiconvexity. 
Lemma 1. A subgroup H of a group G is K-quasiconvex if and only if Core(G, H) 
belongs to the K-neighborhood of H . 1 in Cayley(G, H). 
Proof. Let y be a closed geodesic in Core(G, H) beginning at H. 1. Then Lab(:j) E H 
and 7 is the image of a geodesic 37 in Cayley( G) which begins at 1 with Lab(f) = 
Lab(y) under the projection map. But the projection map preserves distances from H, 
and it maps H c Cuyley(G) onto H . I E CuyZey(G, H), so y c NK(H 1) c Cay1e.v 
(G,H) if and only if i;cN~(H)c CayZey(G). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let S be a weakly Nielsen generating set of H, and let K = 
max{ IsI,s E S}. Let 7 c Cayley(G) be a geodesic which begins at 1 with Lab(y) E H. 
There exist generators si E liniri E S, 1 < i 5 m such that Lab(y) E llnl nz . n,r,,,. 
Let pi be a path in Cuyley(G) beginning at 1 with Lab(pi) E llnlrll2n2r2 . . linir[, 
then the terminal point of p; is in H. For any vertex I) on the path 7 choose the 
minimal i such that v is a vertex on the path pi. Then the distance from v to the 
terminal point of pi is less than K, so H is a K-quasiconvex subgroup of G, proving 
one direction of Theorem 1. 
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In the other direction, let H be a K-quasiconvex subgroup of G. It follows from 
Lemma 1 that Car-e(G, H) belongs to NK(H . 1). As X is finite, N&H . 1) is a finite 
graph, hence Core(G, H) is a finite graph. 
For any vertex v in Core(G, H) choose a simple geodesic yD in Core(G, H) of length 
not greater than K which begins at H . 1 and ends at U. Choose YH.~ be the trivial 
path. For any edge e in Core(G,H) let r(e) be the initial vertex of e and let r(e) be 
the terminal vertex of e, and define s, E Lab(y,(,)ey,(,)), where j denotes the inverse 
of the path p. For any closed geodesic p = el . . e, in Core(G, H) which begins at 
H . 1 there exists a decomposition of the form 
= Lab(el) . .Lab(e,). 
Therefore the finite set S = {se} generates H, and a Nielsen decomposition of s, 
is defined by taking I, E Lab(y,(,,), n, = Lab(e) and r, E L~b-‘(l~~(~)). So {S} is a 
weakly Nielsen generating set for H. Note that some of the generators s, may represent 
the identity element of G though they are not expressed by the empty word. 
By construction, the generating set S contains elements of length at most 2K + 1. 
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